
Nirjhara, Sanskrit for ”waterfall” is cocooned within a private enclave surrounded by rice terraces, tropical

forest, a meandering river and private waterfall. A haven of serenity, the resort is mere minutes from Bali’s

picturesque Tanah Lot temple, a revered sanctuary for followers of the Hindu faith. Only 1 KM from Pantai

Kedungu, a stretch of volcanic sand beach offering several surf breaks for beginners and advanced surfers

alike, Nirjhara is secluded enough to offer a truly relaxing experience yet only 15 minutes from Canggu, 30

minutes from Seminyak, and one hour from the airport.



Nirjhara offers a collection of 25 Villas including River Pavilions, Canopy Suites (contemporary tree houses),

Two Bedroom Pool Villas and an exclusive 2-bedroom Villa named The Residence. In line with the resort’s

stance on sustainability, the entire property combines recycled and reclaimed wood, natural stones from the

archipelago, traditional roof shingles to preserve a connection with the outdoors, and exterior cladding and

decking made from re-engineered rubber tree wood. The villas are styled with clean lines, earth tones and

decorative accents chosen solely from artisans known to exhibit exceptional levels of craftmanship.

Each room features high-end amenities such as a 49” TV with complimentary video on demand content, a

Bluetooth speaker, tea and coffee facilities, naturally-dyed, hand-woven bath robes, a fully stocked gourmet

bar and unique, hand selected artworks from emerging local artists. Guests will also get to choose their own

bathroom amenities created exclusively for Nirjhara, using pure and naturally sourced ingredients.
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Villa Type Number of Units Area Sqm Adults/Unit

River Pavilion 8 200 2

Canopy Suite 7 60 2

River Pool Pavilion 4 250 2

Two Bedroom Pool Villa 4 300 4

Jungle Two Bedroom Pool Villa 1 450 4

The Residence – Pool Villa 1 600 4
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AMBU RESTAURANT

Housed in a design-led, yet casual chic environment, complemented by unsurpassed views over lush green

and abundant rice fields, a cascading waterfall and a dense, tropical forest, guests are invited to explore

Indonesia’s culinary diversity. Offering a fluid concept whereby dining experiences will evolve throughout the

course of each day. From customized breakfast boards to elevated dining menus during the evening, the

focus will be on playful cuisine with an unpretentious ‘East meets West’ edge.

Operating hours: 07:00 – 22:30



THE POOL BAR

Unwind to the soothing sound of our vibrant cascade 

at our al fresco bar and lounge set up by the main 

swimming pool. Refresh with a healthy selection of 

freshly pressed juices or share a casual bite under 

our pergola.

Operating hours: 09:00 – 18:00

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Perfect for any special occasion or to celebrate life, allow us to create a unique dinner experience from 

scratch. Tailored menus paired with the right bottle of wine placed in a variety of intimate settings to make for 

something truly memorable. Destination dining locations include in-villa rooftops and decks, coconut groves, 

Shala by the river, overlooking the waterfall, and more. 



SPA & WELLNESS 

The Retreat, a spa designed as a haven of 

relaxation at the heart of the property, draws 

inspiration from Bali’s rich tradition of village healers 

to offer a menu of unique Blessings. Influenced by 

spiritual traditions such as Melasti, a purification 

ceremony celebrated in Hindu culture, and Nyepi, 

the silent day honored each year by the Balinese, 

The Retreat’s Blessings seek to address present-

day ailments through ancestral practices.

YOGA & GYM

Enjoy complimentary sunrise yoga in our Shala 
designed by award-winning sustainable architects 
Ibuku. Book a private session for yoga or meditation to 
combine with your wellness treatments in The Retreat. 
Or, schedule a workout session in our gym followed by 
a sauna session. 

CINEMA

Enjoy nightly showings in Nirjhara’s plush Cinema or 
complimentary movies available within your own villa.



WEDDINGS & RECEPTIONS

Gorgeous scenery, unbeatable views, magical 

moments – Bali is the ideal destination to share 

your vows of eternal love. With scenic waterfalls, 

a gentle river and verdant rice fields, Nirjhara 

offers a naturally beautiful backdrop for a 

memorable destination wedding. Optional 

locations include our outdoor living room, coconut 

grove garden, restaurant/pool overlooking the 

water. Intimate ceremonies can also be placed at 

our Shala perched on the river. Plus, we can 

organize off property ceremonies at the beach. 

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES & INCENTIVES

Nirjhara is your perfect host for small and intimate 

meetings and conferences, providing modern 

equipment and features in a refined setting. Contact 

us to organize your next seminary or corporate 

incentive trip and rest assured that your attendees 

will leave with a story to tell. Meeting locations 

include our executive room, outdoor living room, 

restaurant, pool bar, and more non- traditional 

spaces depending on your group size and 

requirements.



Nirjhara is driven by sustainable luxury - a deep-rooted commitment to environmental, social and cultural

issues, and conceptualized as an extension of the local community with every effort made to minimize impact

on the environment. The result stems from a concise and well-executed desire to tread lightly on the land and

empower the local community to redefine conscious luxury.

Sustainability efforts include:

• Ozone water treatment and bottling plant for

drinking water

• Extensive use of up-cycled and reclaimed

materials throughout the property

• Eliminated single-use plastics in all guest

areas (rooms and public areas)

• Working towards the goal of banning single-

use plastic throughout the resort

• Emphasis on locally sourced produce and

own vegetable/herb/orchard gardens

• Superior thermal insulation and use of

inverter technology to minimize AC

consumption

• Bio septic tanks to eliminate contaminants

released to the river

• Eco-friendly heat pumps and solar water

heaters

• Water efficient bathroom fittings from

Hansgrohe

• LED lighting throughout the property

SALES CONTACT

Nonnie Warren

Director of Sales & Marketing

dosm@nirjhara.com

M+62 811 3866 595

Jl. Nirjhara, Br. Kedungu, Belalang Kediri, 

Tabanan 82121 - Bali

P: +62 361 209 5333


